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ABSTRACT

Root canal infections are polymicrobial in nature, consisting of both aerobic and anaerobic species. The successful treatment of endodontic infections involves effective eradication of the causative microorganisms during root canal treatment procedures. Residual infection in root canal system has always been an area of penumbra for a treating dentist. Lesion sterilization and tissue repair (LSTR) therapy is an non conventional endodontic treatment procedure that involves non-instrumentation or minimal instrumentation followed by placement of a triple antibiotic paste in a medication cavity created at the orifices of the teeth to disinfect root canal systems. It is evolving as an alternate treatment procedure in primary molars in comparison to conventional root canal treatment. The aim of this article is to present success of a clinical case treated by LSTR after a clinical and radiographic follow-up of 18 months.
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INTRODUCTION

Endodontic treatment of necrotic primary teeth is routinely done in dental practices. But the successful treatment is not evident. This often presents a challenging task to the clinician, due to the typical primary tooth morphology (tortuous root canals, presence of multiple accessory canals, ramifications, and ample medullary bone spaces that favor dissemination of infection). In addition to that, obtaining an hermetic seal is difficult due to the lack of apical closure following physiologic root resorption owing to the close proximity of the developing permanent tooth germ to the roots of the primary teeth. A further challenge presented to the dentist in rendering effective endodontic treatment is the behavior management of uncooperative children (1). In 2004, the Cariology Research Unit of Niigata University School of Dentistry in Japan has developed the concept of lesion sterilization and tissue repair (LSTR) therapy of necrotic primary molars that employed a mixture of antibacterial drugs (ciprofloxacin, metronidazole, minocycline) for disinfection. Repair of damaged tissues can be expected if lesions are perfectly disinfected (2,3).

CASE REPORT

This is the case of a 9 years old young boy (A,M) who was been accompanied by his mother to consult the pediatric dentistry department within the dental school in Rabat, and to undergo caries treatment. The anamnesis reported that he was healthy with no medical or surgical history, but revealed unbalanced eating habits and low oral hygiene habits. The clinical examination revealed the presence of molar incisor hypomineralisation (MIH) in the following teeth: 11/21-31/41-16/26 -36/46, and an abscess regarding the 74.

The radiographic examination showed that the clinically described hypomineralised lesions are remote from the pulp (Residual Dentin Thickness “RDT” > 1mm) with the absence of irreversible pulp pathologies. But at the 74, furcation pathology and internal resorption in the mesial canal was observed. The behavior of the young patient was difficult at first of the
consultation, and some psychological techniques were adopted to improve his behavior. In this clinical case, the first primary molar (74) was treated using LSTR after explaining to the patient and his mother our procedure and an informed written consent was taken. After doing a professional Toothbrushing with fluoride toothpaste, Anesthesia for the tooth to be treated was achieved by inferior alveolar nerve block using (2%) lidocaine hydrochloride with adrenaline (1:80,000). Isolation was achieved using rubber dam. The cavity was prepared depending on the extent of the lesion. The carious dentin was excavated with the help of a spoon excavator and with a large round bur. Access to the pulp chamber was gained; roof of the pulp chamber was removed, making sure that all overhanging edges were eliminated. Necrotic pulp was removed with a sharp spoon excavator and pulp chamber was thoroughly irrigated with sodium hypochlorite (2.5%) and EDTA (20%) to visualize the orifices clearly. The pulp chamber and root canals were dried using cotton pellets and cone of absorbent papers. The orifices of the canals were enlarged with straight bur to receive the medicament; which was termed as “medication cavity.” Then the medication cavity was filled with antibacterial mixture paste. The tooth was then restored with Glass Ionomer cement (GIC) and further reinforced with composite resin. The whole procedure was completed in one visit. Resolution of clinical signs and symptoms was evaluated within a month after the treatment. At every subsequent visit, once in 6 months for a period of 18 moths clinical and radiographic evaluation was done. The treated case was considered clinically and radiographically successful after 18 moths of follow-up because we observed no signs of spontaneous pain, tenderness to percussion, abnormal mobility and no signs of pathology like intraoral and/ or extraoral abscess and a radiolucency decreased compared to preoperative status.

**DISCUSSION**

Endodontic management of necrotic primary molars, evidenced by abscess, fistula and loss of alveolar bone is generally complicated. Though several reasons have been cited for this, the main one being root canal morphology of the primary molars which are not suitable for instrumental procedure (3). Bacteria which are present mainly in the root canal system and superficial layer of infected root canal wall may be easily removed by conventional endodontic treatment. But the bacteria, which remain in the deep layers of root canal dentin, may leak out to periapical region and cause complications. Application of antibacterial medication to endodontic lesions is one of the clinical procedures that can be used to sterilize such lesions (4). In this fact, a single antibacterial medication may not be effective, even if it is a large spectrum antibiotic, because bacterial composition of the infected root canals is complex in nature. In addition, bacteria may also invade root canals from other oral sites, like dental biofilm, saliva and from carious dentin which may also smear the root canal during endodontic treatment. All such bacteria should be targeted by specific antibacterial medication. Since the overwhelming majority of bacteria in the deep layers of infected dentine of the root canal wall consist of obligate anaerobes, metronidazole was selected as first choice among the antibacterial drugs. Metronidazole even at high concentrations cannot eradicate all the bacteria indicating the necessity of other drugs (6,7). Thus, ciprofloxacin and minocycline, in addition to metronidazole were added to sterilize infected root dentin. This mixture antibiotics paste should penetrate root canal dentin. The penetration ability of these drugs was improved by mixing these drugs with propylene glycol and macrogol to form ointment base. The penetration ability of propylene glycol was clearly demonstrated by Cruz et al (9). In patients showing internal/external root resorption, physiologic root resorption exceeding 2/3 root length requiring short term space management, Lesion Sterilization and Tissue Repair may be considered as an alternative procedure (10,11). This technique may also find application in uncooperative children and in children with special needs in whom conventional endodontic treatment cannot be performed due to associated medical conditions. The procedure has also been used in controlling recurrent/persistent infections without prolonged systemic antibiotic therapy. It may also find application in managing necrotic primary molars in remote areas where access to dental care is poor (10,15). This application of LSTR technique has been researched and reported to be successful.

**CONCLUSION**

Through this clinical case, endodontic treatment using antibacterial mix (a combination of ciprofloxacin, metronidazole, and minocycline mixed with propylene glycol and macrogol) in primary molars has shown good clinical and radiographic success. However, we advocate
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Further clinical and histological studies with longer follow-up till the period of tooth exfoliation to ascertain the efficacy of this novel treatment modality.

Fig1. Endobuccal view

Fig2. Abscess in front of 74

Fig3. Radiolucency at furcation zone and internal resorption

Fig4. Clinical steps of the LSTR: medication cavity, 3Mix and glass ionomer restorations

Fig5. Disappearance of the abscess: clinical silence
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Fig6. Reduction of the radiolucency at furcation zone and alveolar bone repair
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